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8ru11tl1, 28th august 1980 
The weekly bulletin, publishtd by tht Commission on tht 1n1tiat1vt of 
Commissiontr Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
latest available data relating to tht formation of prices 1n the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as rtgards Community oil markets. 
From 31st Oectmber 1978 to 18th august 1980 the prices of crude oil 
and petroltum products have evolved as follows in current dollars: 
a) FOB prices for: the Com11un1ty's 1ver1ge external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 14& as I result of the decision~ taken by the oil exporting 
countrin; 
b) tht prt·tax consumer prices for the principal oil products<1> reflected 
incrtases in prict for crude oil and importtd finishtd products to the 
extent that they incrused by an average of, around 93X in the Community. 
c) during the same period Rotterdam spot prices increased by 80 X. 
(1) This level is particularly stnsitive to variations 1n the value of the 
dollar in relation to the various national currtncies. Whtn prices 
expressed in national currencies are constant ovtr I given period, 
appreciation ~f the dollar rtsults in a fall in prices ••pressed in 
dollars, while conversely a decline in the value of the dollar leads to 
a rise in dollar pricts. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels 


















BULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. N0.61 
Niveaux indicatifs hebdomadaires des prix hors droits et taxes~ la consommation en monnaies nationales -
Weekly indicative consumer prices levels in national currencies - Taxes and duties excluded. 
Prix au 18.8.80 
Essence Super Essence Normale Gasoil Moteur Gasoil Chauffage Fuel residuel 
Premium Gasoline Regular Gasoline Automotive Diesel Heating Oil Residua.l Fuel Oi 
1000L 1000L 1000L 1000L Tonne 
FB 10.164 9.733 9.~03 8.154 5.150 
CD 1.950 1.910 1.855 1.660 1.000 
DM 625 580 615 500 316 
• 
FF 1.477,40 1.387,40 1.302,50 1.235,10 739 
l Irl. 177,56 173,05 177,29 152,32 99,31 
Lires 278.620 265.910 261.910 250.456 154.534 
. 
Fl 715,16 686,34 635,63 571,80 360,87 
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MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 4th September 1980 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission on the initiative of 
Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
latest available data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
-. . :·. _· - .. ·-
From 31st December 1978 to 25 August 1980 the prices of crude oil 
1nd petroleum products have evolv.d II follows in current dollars : 
1) FOB prices for the Community's 1ver1ge external supplies of crude oil 




the pre-tax consumer prices for the principal oil products reflected 
increases in price for crude oil ind imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by 1n average of around 91 %in the Community. 
c) during the same period Rotterdam spot prices increased by 79 X. 
(1) This level is particularly sensitive to vari1tions 1n the value of the 
dollar in relation to the various national currencies. When prices 
expressed in national currencies are constant over a given period, 
appreciation of the dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in 
dollars, while conversely I decline in the value of the doll1r leads to 
a rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels 







Selling price of petroleum products 
The Petroleum Bulletin No. 62 contains amongst other things, annexed, 
two tables which indicate at 15th June 1980 consumption price levels 
most often used, including taxes, for each of the principal petroleum 
products in the member states of the Community. 
The prices, expressed in the national currency of each Member State, 
(with an indication at the given date of the rate of exchange against 
the dollar and the European Unity of Account) are made up by adding on 
the one hand the price less tax (estimated on a weekly basis in each of 
the Commission's Petroleum Bulletins) and the various charges and taxes 
in force in each Member Country • 
...... .. 
OIL E.E.C. BULLEiIN N0.62 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE co~~UNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 










a> · h d <5> Weig te average 
b) we;g~ted average in X 
25.8.80 /15.12.78 
c> Weig~ted average on 
cc~cerneJ products 
25.8.80 /15.12.78 


















Regular gasoline Automotive diesel oil Heating oil 
1/1000 L (2) SI 1000 L (2) S/1000 (3) 
336,84 316,00 1 
327,64 328,54 3 
321,63 341,04 4 
331,71 311,41 0 
362,56 371,44 2 
310,42 305,75 8 
349,54 323,72 1 
350,41 386,71 2 
329,33 332,13 5 
79 % 91 X 101 % 
91 X 
57 X 82 X I 82 % 
Residual fuel oil 












(1) Price level : price level most often applied and thus representative according to the best estimates of the experts of the 
me~Der states of the oil market in each mem~ state. 
(2) Pump Prices :,-
(3) Prices for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres" 
(4) Prices for deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per month or less than 24,000 tonnes per year. 









BULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. NO. 62 
Niveaux indicatifs hebdomadaires des prix hors droits et taxes a la consommation en monnaies nationales 
Weekly indicative consumer prices levels in national currencies - Taxes and duties excluded. 
Prix au 25.8.1980 
Essence Super Essence Normale Gasoil Moteur Gasoi l Chauffage Fuel residuel 
Premium Gasoline Regular Gasoline Automotive Diesel Heating Oil Residual Fuel Oil 
1000L 1000L 1000L 1000L Tonne 
FB 10.164 9.733 9. 131 7.984 5.150 
CD 1 .865 1.825· 1.830 1.635 995 
ON 625 580 615 483 315 
Ff 1.477,40 1.387,40 1.302,50 1.235,10 739 
l lrl. 177,56 173,05 177 ,29 152,32 99,31 
Lires 278.620 265.910 261.910 250.456 154.534 
Fl 715,16 686,34 635,63 571,80 360,87 
t Angl. 
-~"'· . 
151,50 147,70 163,00 145,30 86,90 
..._' 
. ' • \ \ 
, 
.. ~.r:_,_...,.... .. ...,......_ ... _, __ ? -~!'.:... .... 
,.;;.. ;-.a----------
PRIX OE VENTE DES PROOUITS PETROLIERS 
PRIX PRATIGUES AU : 15 juin 1980 
pour 1.000 L (en monnaies nationales) 
C A R B U R A N T S 
Essence Super Essence Normale 
Prix Moyens Prix Moyens 
Droit Hors Prix de Droits Hors ~ ~~ Taxes vente s axe 
IELGIQUE (FB) 11.580 11.020 22.600 11.510 10.590 
1ANEMARK (Kr) 2.606,42 2.063,58 4.670 2.596,32 2.013,68 
1LLEMAGNE (DM) 578,48 625,22 1.203,70 572,75 581,15 
:RANCE ( FF) 1. 972,60 1.477,40 3.450 1. 852,60 1.387,40 
tRLANOE (t) 166,60 176,65 343,25 166,14 172,08 
tTALlE (Lires> 421.380 278.620 700.000 419.770 265.230 
:tAYS BAS(Fl) 760,50 735,50 1.496,00 754,71 703,29 
lluYAUME-UNl (t) 138,80 158,50 297,30 138,20 154,50 
Taux de change au 16 Juin 1980 
Gasoil Moteur 
Prix 11oyens 
Prix de Droits Hors 
- ~ Prix de vente 
-
Taxes vente Taxes 
22 .100 4.830 9.890 14.720 
4.610 751,31 1.928,69 2.680 
1. 153, 9( 551,25 615,65 1.166,90 
3.240 1.127,50 1.302,50 2.430 
338,2, 104,49 177 ,04 281,53 
685.000 65.210 261.790 327.000 
1 .458,0C 338,03 655,97 994,00 
292,7( 139,50 163,70 303,20 
1 dollar: 28,235 FB - 5,4690 CO - 1,7635 OM - 4,1090 FF - 833 Lires - 1,9324 FL - 0,4276 POUNDS ANGL. - 0,4712 POUNDS lRL. 
1 ecu: 40,2511 FB - 7,79647 CD - 2,51400 DM - 5,85769 FF - 1.187,50 Lires - 2,75478 FL - 0,609611 POUNDS ANGL. - 0,671807 POUNDS IRL, 
,. 
. ____ :_~s.....-.---------
------ - - ------.-
PRIX OE VENTE DES PRODUITS PETROLIERS 
PRIX PRATIQUES AU: 15 juin 1980 
-C O M B U S T I 8 L E S 
Cen monnaies nationales) 
Gasoil chauffage (1.000 L)<1> 
.. 
:.. Prix moyens 
.. 





BELGIQUE (FB) 1.010 8.810 9.820 
DANEMARK (KR) 712,58 1.737,42 2.450 
ALLEMAGNE (DM) 390,32 548,70 939,02 
FRANCE (ff) 387,90 1.235,10 1.623 
IRLANDE (() 15,30 151,45 166, 75 
ITAL IE (Li res) 63.815 251.846 315.661 
PAYS-BAS (FL) 146,29 591,80 738,09 
ROYAUME-UNI 7,70 145,70 153,40 
(1) Livra;sons unitaires de 2000 a 5000 litres 
<2> Livraisons inferieures a 24.000 tonnes par an 
Fuel lourd H.T.S. <tonne)<2> 
.. 
Prix aoyens 
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COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.63 
IP(8Q) 214 
INFORMAJ.ION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 11th September 1980 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission on the 1n1t1at1ve of 
Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
latest available data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
' The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency 1s regards Community oil markets • 
.. 
From 31st December 1978 to 1st September 1980 tht prices of crude ofl 
and petroleum products have evolved as follows fn current dollars: 
1> FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by147 X 11 1 result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countriu; 
b) the pre-tax consumer prices for the principal oil products<1> reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 92% in the Community. 
c> during the same period Rotterdam spot prices increased by 80X. 
(1) This level is p1rticu~1rly sensitive to variations fn the value of the 
dollar in relation to the various national currencies. When prices 
expressed in national currencies are constant over• given period, 
appreciation of the dollar results in I fall in prices expressed in 
dollars, while conversely I decline in the value of the dollar leads to 
a rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels 




...,.___.._ ---·-- ---------- ----·--. 
OIL E.E.C. BULLE1IN N0.·63 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE co•~UNITY. TAXES ANO DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prices at : 1st September 1980. 
1.9~1980 /15.12.78 
c) Weighted average on 
concerneJ products 
1.9.1980 /15.12.78 






























Automot;ve diesel o;l Heating oil 










93 X 102 X 
92 X 
84 X I 84 X 
Res;dual fuel oil 












(1) Pr;ce level: price level most often applied and thus representative according to the best estimates of the experts of the 
member states of the oil market in each me~ state. 
<2> Pump Prices 
(3) Prices for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres 
(4) Prices for deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per month or less than 24,000 tonnes per year. 
(5) The a~erage results of weighting the Quantities concerned during the last Quarter 78 and the first three quarters 1979. 










BULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. N0.63 
Niveaux indicatifs hebdomadaires des prix hors droits et taxes a la consommation en aonnaies nationales 
Weekly indicative consumer prices levels in national currencies - Taxes and duties excluded. 
Prix au 1er Septembre 1980 
Essence Super Essence Nor•ale Gasoil Moteur Gasoil Chauffage Fuel residuel 
Premium Gasoline Regular Gasoline Automotive Diesel ,,,. Heating Oil Residual Fuel Oil 
1000L 1000L 1000L 1000L Tonne 
FB 10.4i2 9.991 9.131 7.984, 5.150 
CD 1.865 1.825 1.830 1.635 995 
ON 625 580 615 477 315 
FF 1.477,40 1.387,40 1.302,50 1.235,10 714 
l lrl. 177,56 173,05 177,29 152,32 99,31 
Lires 278.620 265.910 261.910 250.456 153.879 
. 
fl 715, 16 686,34 635,63 571,80 360,87 
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conms~~ON nu. rmtLrr1rn r,o .. 64 
--=-
The Hcckly bullcttn~ ~u~ltshcd b1 the Cnmotnninn en tho tntttnti~o n1 
Commissioner G11idn nrunncr~ ocmhcr rcspnnnihlc far cncr~v~ n4vc9 the 
lotcst ovoilohlc d~tn rcln~tnA to the 1nront1nn n1 prices tn the Coonuntt1e 
The 4:ommission considcrn thllt thc5c hullctins r.hnut'1 i:ontdh11tc to ~irci,tcr 
trons~nrenc1 ns rcnnrrl5 4:nnnunttv ntl ~nrk~tn. 
nJ ~O~ pritcn for th~ Cn~~1Anit,"n nwcrc9, cxtern~l nup~ltcn of (rud~ ~1l 
rose h, 14~ ~n n result~~ the ~~(1n1or.s t~kcn h, the nil c~~ortin~ 
4:ountdcn; 
(U ., tha pra-tnx enn5vM~r prflr.cn fnr t~r. nrtn(~pnl ntl nrndttctn ro"lcctcrl 
increo!lc~ 'iin pdr.~ for:- r.rm1c- €'1H nn~ ~r.i~or~crl 1~ntn'1cf1 r:,roduc~ri tn the 
extt':'nt thr,t the,, ~nr.rcMr.f1 h,, l:\l twcirn~,:, Clf nrmi:1€1 93~~ 1n the (or.)r.11,mH,,., 
~, durin~ th~ sam~ p~riod Rott~rdan spot prices increased by 81~. 
C1J Thin lc~C'l tn n~rttt,,Lnrlr ~c~cttivc to yorfotfanc fn the volvo of the 
cbUar in rclno;:fon w tt'lc vorfo11~ r.Mkriot Cl!rrcncfo~o l't"lcn rw1cc!l 
cxDrcsscd in r.nt,o~nl r.11rrcr.r.1c~ n~c c~nstont over o ~1vcn pcrfcd~ 
no~rc~tntton 01 th~ dollnr rc~11lt~ inn fell tn prices crprcsscd tn 
dollnrs~ Hhilc conversely n decline in the volvc or Che d0llcr lc~d!l to 
n ris~ in dnll~r prices. 
Attached ~lso~ nn~ table which tndtcates cnnnumpt~nn prtcc level~ 






~elling price of petroleum prod,~«:_!~ 
The Petroleum B11lletin No~ 64 cnntAins ~mongst other things, c1nncxcd, 
two tables which indicate at 15th J1Jly 1980 cansum,tion price levels 
most often used, intl1~ding tAxes, for cnch n~ the principAL petroleum 
products in the member stAtes o1 the Community. 
These prices, expressed in the national currency of each Member State, 
(with nn indicntinn nt the given ~Ate af the rnte nf cxchnnRc nRninst 
thr? doUnr Mc1 tho r:w:-npcM !f:11 t,, n~ /\cr.mmt) nr0 nndc up hy ndrH ng on 
the one hnnd the nrir.c Less tn" fcstinAtcd nn n weekly hnsis in each of 
the Commission~!i rctrnlcun Bullct~ns) c1nd the various chc1rges nnrl tM<cs -:in 
force in each Mcmhcrr f.nunu,,. 
. -- _..~...;....,._ ,__ -_..__,,,.__,.....,.,., ,.~ .. ~~~_.:.:_- '.! .--:::r.:::...- ~~- : ....... • ~·.:--.::}::::.J'>-.... --,~--=~~ - _ _,_~,.,. 
............. .-----~ 
~~-~:;"'.'-:::._. -, ... '~·.:..::·-
---~~-~~a:.;.,,;~-~~-~,-"---............. ~------
OIL E.E.C. BULLETIN ·NO~ 64 
H~EKLV INDICATIVE CONSUMfR PRICES LEVELS IN THE CO~MUNITl. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
~n ces .:it : 8~9a 1930 
-· 









,,. "= -: 
-.a-c,-a 
a> ~ ~ i 'J:-i t::? d 
b> ':i2ig:-ited 
0) 
<J'J:? r u'J:? 
c)·nra<J~ in l 
8.9.1930 /15,12,73 
:) ':i2ight~d av2r~92 ~n 
~~nt2rn2J produ~ts 
3.?.19~0 /15.12070 
d) '/ariatio:-is in 3 
?tatts quotaticns 
3.9.1930 J1~.12.70 






















32X 93% l02X Y5X 
?31 L_,,l I 36:X I B6X I ?Si 
!1) ?rit2 \2~2l : DTi~2 l2~2l o~st ~1t~n ap?li~d ~nd t~~s r~~r2s~nt~ti~2 o~~~rd~nj to t~2 ~23t 2stic~t2s of th2 2~~2rts o1 t~~ 
~2~~2r stat2s o1 1~2 0il 03r~2t in 2~c~ ~~~~ S!Jt23 
{2) ?u~p ?ri:23 
(3) ?rit~s 1~r d2liv~ri2s a1 2,CCO - 5,CCO litr23' 
,~, ?r1~2s ~~r d2liv2ri2S l255 t~)n 2,CCO !~~n;?S ?2T c=nt~ J1" lass tn~n 2~,:co tonn23 ~:?T 12ar. 






., --~-- -:...:C-- - •. -------· • S . .~~-,- ·~,.,..__.-~::.:~•'.•' "~·--:ie-:t,;·";;;;<'-L' "t; ·-, ... :?:i:"""'Y:""'"«-'~~-n-·:·;,:~~~~~·~-~~~-· a~ ...:_w:;r -· ·-:_-=-.:-::;~-=----:·,::"" ~:~- __ ..... _.,..__:-::----·.\~ ~-:::::..·· ·--- . . ·- .. 
PRIX OE VENTE DES PRODUlTS PETROLJERS 
PRI~ PRATlGUES AU: 15 JUILLET 1950, 
x pour 1.COO l (~~ oonnai~s nation~L~s> 
C A R B U R A ~ T S 
I :Es:;~nc2 $up2r :::.s2nc2 ~Jor=:,ZJ l2 
?r i:x ~01~ns ? r i:t :":10:,2ns 
~ :1ors ?ri ::t d2 '.)roi ts :-1ors i)r5:.i~ ~ !)ro~ s 'J,:mt2 ===1'a:12s ~TZJ:t2S 
-
~aG.QU~ Ha) 13.070 11.010 24.030 13.C!lO nvs~o 
2>-'~[~A~X t:<r) 2.773..,36 1. ?31..,.S4 '»760 2.767.,.54 • 1.932.?46 
Al.l~:1~G~~ tJ;l) I 573..,S3 626.,,02 1.204,,60 572,75 531,15 
:::u~:! t H) 1.?72.,.50 1.',77.,.!;0 3.4~0 1.352..,50 1 .337 ,,!,!) 
!:U.A~!>~ !~) 16~ ... ~o 17~.;,64 343;,24 15!>, 1S 'l 72.707 
HALIE (l i r2s) !,71. 330 273.620 7'.:SO .COO !;:,?. D';O 2:,s.?10 
;;,,ns a~s o: n 7~0,50 735,50 1.4?6 754.,71 703.,29 
::h,"1':a,~:;-u:'H ~~) 133.,.30 155.,.70 2 'J4..,00 137.,30 151.,90 
--
- >=a 
Taux de change au 14 juill~t 1930 













·- - -· 
?ri:i: co:,.?ns 




·1. 127 ..,30 



























11 = 27,95375 f3 - 5,4050 CD - 1,7433 D~ - 4,0450ff-330,~0 Lir2 - 1,~03~ ,L. - 0 7 420, 1 ~ngt. - 0.;,4637 1 irt. 
~cu= 40,3338 r9 - 7,79874 c~ - 2,51~09 D~ - S,83643 ff - 1.193.,.31 Lir2s - 2,73330 fl. 0.,.007373 t ~ngt. 0..,~72043 t irl. 
------ .. ~~~. e·-· -- .. -.... +~~ ..... -~ .... : ··~<Ill .·• ~~~~~.,./·~--aE-·it·r=t"fm:"~''6, 1.'"'·,a:; .. -.... . ...,.,.:r:e:t::·"'-1>"-r.L,a _ ...... A. ~ ......... --·'{it_.. -• · . -;r · .· ?--"\-....~..;..=---·· ..... , .... ~ ,.- .... ,.: .. = 
(en rnonn3ies nationales) 
PRIX DE VENTE DES PRODUITS P~TROLIERS 
PRIX P~ATIOUES AU: 15 JUILLET 1980. 
-C O :1 !9 U S T l 9 l (: 5 
. . {1) 









Q n.G!GU~ U3) 990 !Lb30 
~N~:'!I~~'.( <!'<~) 741..,.30 1, 703..,20 
l.l'::111<3~~~ (D:-1) 33717 532..,20 
15,6.80 r<:Jo.,32 5~3,70 
l'l.M!Cf <H) ... 337.,.~0 1,235.,.10 
!U.M!i>~ !(!) 15,30 151,.4S 
.T!\U~ H.ircs) 66.553 2S1;.,tb7 
'.'\'15=9~S HU 1!>6729 '.;?17~0 
101 Au,i~-u:n 7770 %5730 
·--
- . 
<1) liYrDisons unitair~s d~ 2000 a 5COO titr~3 
~2) liYraisons inf!ri?~r~s a 24.DOO tonn~s DJr en 
> 
?r fa r.:o:,~;13 
-'-~ 
:?rh :).roH3 :107'3 )l'OS!5 j~ 
~l ~3 'Jan!~ 
-
90020 100 ~"342 
2.450 340 1.D70 
~20.,3~ 15 322721 
639..,.02 
1,623 o;.eo 7',2,:::?0 
1~6,74 15.,.92 93..,.23 
313.;,225 1~!200 15!:>e1401 
















t't(..,.(::j5, .-.--~-. ... _.,.;;c?r9:tctt, ")''C· .,,_,,_.,•'"f':;·:::·~.-,,N,$.,•.:ief-.~~-9'1::f-P'it·,,,y:7,w;..:i:o::z!S::S(''!:..-,*"Jt§,',~t?i'~...:,~<::lHt:t:e;:~-,.;,..t:":',$by,,."'f" .. ("'" - #15:i::::::=-t::::':ei:e'" ::'tti':, ':ieC - ,.,.. .. ~~l"(}s~·:.:,,._~, ,.;•"";,,;,:_...·-·•···•• 
= ·- ~~.-"!'! 
BULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. ~O. 64 
~iveau~ indicatifs hebdornadaires des prix hors droits et ta~es a la consommation en oonnaies nativnol~l 
U~e~l1 i~dicative tonsu::i~r prices levels in national curr2n:i~s ~ Ta~es and duties e~tlud~da 
J2l:;i:::'-.!2 ir3 
!):m2::nr!t to 
:n t ,:,::i~ gn~ C:.1 
Franc~ ~1 
Irland~ ~ !rt~ 
!tat fo ~ irc3 
?ay:;""9a3 H 
u,x, ~ ~not~ 
?ri~ au 3 sept~~bra 19~0a 
~~~~~:~ Su!)~r 





5:J~oi t r-lot2ur 
n~t=~oti~2 li~:2l 
1CCOL 




Q~sidual ;uel Oil 
1onn~ 










1 0325 . 
330 
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SP RF C H E R G·R UPP E 
SPOKESMAN'S GROUP PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE 
BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
Brussels, 25th September 1980. 
COM"ISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.65 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission on the in1t1at1ve of 
Commiss;oner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
latest available data relating to the formation of prices 1n the Commun~ty. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 15th September 1980 the prices of crude otl 
and petroleum products have evolvfd II follows 1n current dollars : 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose bY152 X as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax consumer prices for the principal oil products<1> reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 92% in the Community. 
c) during th~ ~am~ period Rotterdam spot prices increased by 8Jr.. 
(1) This level is particularly sensitive to variations 1n the value of the 
dollar in relation to the various national currencies. When prices 
expressed in national currencies are constant over I given period, 
appreciation ~f the dollar results in I fall in prices expressed in 
dollars, while conversely a decline in the value of the dollar leads to 
a rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels 





OIL E.E.C. BU~LE:IN NO. 65 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE co~~uNITY. TAXES ANO DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 










a> w · h d <5> e,g te average 
b) We~ghted average in X 
15.9.80 /15.12.78 
c) Weighted average on 
concerneJ products 
15.9.80 /15.12.78 
















Regular gasoline Automotive diesel oil Heating oil 
1/1000 L (2) 1/1000 L (2) S/1000 (3) 
349,33 319,26 27 
346,02 335,14 29 
325,20 344,82 26 
334,75 314,27 29 
365,54 374,50 32 
313,46 308,74 29 
341,03 312,24 27 
349,22 390,41 34 
331,81 334,63 29 
81% 921 1011 
92% 
59X 90% I 901 
Residual fuel oil 
1/1000 leg (4) 
94% 
I 9t1 
(1) Price level: price level m~st often applied and thus representative according to the best estiaates of the••~•''' o• t"'4' 
member states of the oil market in each •embi-r state. 
(2) Pump Prices 
(3) Prices for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres· 
(4) Prices for deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per month or less than 24,000 tonnes per year. 
(5) The average results of weighti~g the Quantities concerned during the last Quarter 78 and the first three Quarters 1979. 









BULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. N0.65 
Niveaux indicatifs hebdomadaires des prix hors droits et taxes a la consommation en monnaies nationales 
Weekly indicative consumer prices levels in national currencies - Taxes and duties excluded. 
Prix au 15.9.80. 
' Essence Super Essence Normale Gasoil Moteur Gasoil Chauffage Fuel residuel 
Premiu11 Gasoline Regular Gasoline Automotive Diesel Heating Oil Residual Fuel Oil 
1000L 1000L 1000L 1000L Tonne 
FB 10.422 9.991 9.131 7.984 5.244 
CD 1.957 1.908 1 .848 1.651 1.070 
DM 625 580 615 474 318 
FF 1.477,40 1.387,40 1.302,50 1.235,10 714 
l lrl. 177,56 173,05 177,29 152,32 99,31 
Lires 278.620 265.910 261.910 250.456 151.436 
. 
fl 689,73 660,92 605,13 541,80 366,87 
l Angl. 149,60 145,80 163,00 145,30 86,90 
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GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE 
BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
COl'IPIISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 66 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
lruttelt, 2nd October 1980 •. 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission on the fnftfetfve of 
Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
latest available date relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greeter 
transparency es regards Community oil 'markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 22nd September 1980 the prfces of crud, oil 
and petroleum products have evolved 11 follows fn current dollars: 
1> FOB prices for tht Community's 1verag, external supplies of crude oil 




the pre-tax consumer prices for the principal oil products reflected 
increases in price for crude oil end imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 91X in the Community. 
c) during the same period Rotterdam spct prices i~cr~ased by szi. 
(1) This ltvel ts p1rticu~arly 1en11tive to v1r11tion1 fn the value of the 
dollar 1n relation to the various n•tion1l currencies. When prices 
expressed in national currencies ere constant over I given period, 
appreciation of the dollar results in I fall in prices expressed in 
dollars, while conversely a decline in the value of the dollar leads to 
a rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels 
••pressed in the national currencies. 

OIL E.E~C. BUlLETIN NO. 66 
WEEKLY INDIC~TIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE CO~MUNITY. TAXES ANO DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 











a> . h d <5> Ve1g te average 
b) Weighted average in% 
22.9.80 /15.12.78 
c> Weighted average on 
concerneJ products 
22.9.80 /15.12.78 
d) Variations in X 
Platts Quotations 
22.9.80 /15.12.78 
. l . t P:-e;;nuiil gaso ,ne 












Regular gasoline_ ..... Automotive diesel oil Heating oil 
S/1000 L (2) S/1000 L (2) 1/1000 (3) · 
346,85 322,96 283,08 
342,30 331,54 296,20 
322,38 341,84 266,80 
331,76 311,45 295,34 
362,03 370,90 318,66 
311,37 306,69 293,27 
337,84 309,32 276,95 
346,91 390,51 348,11 
329,06 332,48 290,18 
79% 91% .. _._ ...... 100% 
91% 
58% 89% I 89% 
Residual fuel oil 












(1) Price level : price level m~st often applied and thus representative according to the best estiaates of the experts of the 
member states of the oil market in each aemt.r state. 
<2> Pu111p Prices 
<3> Pr;ces for delivedes of 2,000 - 5,000 litres·· 
(4) Prices for deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per month or less than 24,000 tonnes per year. 










BUL~ETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. NQ.66 
Nivea~x in~icatifs h'bdo•adaires des prix hors d.roits ,1 taxes a la c-onsommati~n ,n m~nnai,s natiqnt\ft 
Weekly indicativ, consu•er prices levels in nation,l curren~i,t ~ r,x,s '"g ~~llf~ ,xf~Mg,d. 
Pri~ au 22.9.~ 
. .. •·•"··• , .-,., .. 
Esse~c• Sup•r ~s5,,m:e ,.or•al• Gasoil "pteur Gasoi l ChauU~~e f4' ~ th id.~el 
. . 
Premi~l!i fi~~o~ine 11,gu~ar '•!Pline ~utoaotive Di,sel Heating Oil · ~esidut\ fy,l o,l 
1gQg~ 1QQQl. 10QQ"9 1000L lftflA, 
, .. .. . •,, .,. -· .. .. .. . 
FB 1Q,4~? 9.991 ,.1q~ 8.154 5.5,43 
CD 1.157 1.9Q.f 1-141 ,.651 1.Q?@ 
Dfl Of$ 5M t15 480 111 
ff hi77~1tQ 1,111!,1 1,1@~~,, 1.235,10 714 
i Jrl. 171,5~ 11;s~a., 111,i, 152,32 99r.~1 
Lires n,~,.20 i6tr•1Q 1~1,,1@ 2~9,456 ,,9,8J9 
Fl •• 9,7~ ~t@,92 t,95,,, 541,80 366,87 ... 
It Angl,. 148,60 14lt,80 163,00 ,.~,-~ 81~19 i : . 
.. 
' .. . ~· . 
. . 
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SPRECHERGRUPPE 
SPOKESMAN'S GROUP 
GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE 
BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 9th October. 1980. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO 67 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission on the initiative of 
Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
latest available data relating to the formation of prices in the co~munity. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 29th September 1980 the prices of crude oil 
and petroleum products have evolved as follows in current dollars : 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 1s2X as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) (1) the pre-tax consumer prices for the principal oil products reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to th~ 
extent that they increased by an average of around 90r. in the Community. 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
figure would have been 105Xinstead of 9(1~ 
(1) This level is particularly sensitive to variations in the value of the 
dollar in relation to the various n~tional currencies. When prices 
expressed in national currencies are constant over a given period, 
appreciation ~f the dollar results in a fall in prices expre~~ed ,n 
dollars, while conversely a decline in the value of the dul lar tr.id-; to 
a rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consunµtion price lrvel\ 





OL E.E.:. e.:~-E~:•, '.J.67 
WEEKLY I~,:CAT!~E CC~SU~ER PPICES LE\E~S :~ T~E cc~~-~r~v. !:XES :~, D~TIES EXCLU,ED (1) 










Prices at : 
a> · h d <5> Weig te average 
b) 
c> 
Weighted average in X 
29.9.80 /15.12.78 
Weighted average on 
concerneJ products 
29.9.80 /15.12.78 
































Auto!"lotive diesel oil I 

























Residual fuel oil 












(1) Price level : price level most often applied and thus representative according to the best esti•ates of the experts of the 
member states of the oil market in each membrrr state. 
(2) Pump Prices 
(3) Prices for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres 
(4) Prices for deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per month or less than 24,000 tonnes per year. 











PULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. N0.67 
Niveaux indicatifs hebdomadaires des prix hors droits et taxes a la consommation en aonnaies nattonal•• 
Veekly indicative consumer prices levels in national currencies - Taxes and duties e•cluded. 
Prix au 29.9.80 
Essence Super Essence Noraale Gasoil "oteur Gasoil Chauffage Fuel rlsiduel 
Pre11iua Gasc>l ine Regular Gasoline Automotive Diesel Heating Oil Residual fuel Oil 
1000L 1000&.. 1000t.. 1000L Ton11e 
FB 10.422 9.991 9.S62 8.408 5.543 
CD 1.957 1.90i 1.848 1.651 1.070 
D" 62$ S80 615 490 319 
FF 
~.
1 77,40 1 .. 387,40 1.:sc2,so 1.235,10 714 
t lrl. 117,56 173,0S 117,29 152,32 102,34 
Li res 278.620 265.910 261.910 250.335 149.24? 
Fl 689,73 660,92 605,13 541,80 366,87 











GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE 
BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 68 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 16th October 1980. 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission on the initiative of 
Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
latest available data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 6th October 1980 the prices of crude oil 
and petroleum products have evolved as follows in current dollars : 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 1s2X as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax consumer prices for the principal oil products<1> reflected 
increases 1n price for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 95% in the Community. 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
figure would have been 96%instead of 95%. 
(1) This level is particularly sensitive to variations in the value of the 
dollar in relation to the various n~tional currencies. When prices 
expressed in national currencies are constant over a given period, 
appreciation of the dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in 
dollars, while conversely a decline in the value of the dollar leads to 
a rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels 
expressed in the national currencies. 
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GROUPE rJU PORTE-PAROLE 
GRUPPO DEL PORTA YO CE 
BUREAU YAN DE WOORDYOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.69 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 23rd October 1980. 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission on the initiative of 
Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
latest available data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community pil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 13th October 1980 the prices of crude oil 
and petroleum products have evolved as follows in current dollars: 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 153 X as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
count des; 
b) the pre-tax consumer prices for the principal oil products<1> reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 95% in the Community. 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
figure would have been 96% instead of 95%. 
(1) This level is particu~arly sensitive to variations in the value of the 
dollar in relation to the various national currencies. When prices 
expressed in national currencies are constant over a given period, 
appreciation of the dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in 
dollars, while convetsely a decline in the value of the dollar leads to 
a rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels 
expressed in the national curr~ncies. 
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OIL E.E.C. BULLETIN N0.69 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COMMUNITY. TAXES ANO DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prices at : 
13.10.80/15.12.78 
c) Weighted average on 
concerned products 
13.10.80/15.12.78 































Automotive diesel oil Heating oil 
S/1000 L (2) 1/1000 (3) 













Residual fuel oil 












(1) Price level: price level most often applied and thus representative according to the best estimates of the experts of the 
member states of the oil market in each membfrr state. 
(2) Pump Prices 
(3) Prices for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres· 
(4) Prices for deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per month or less than 24,000 tonnes per year. 
CS) The average results of weighting the Quantities concerned during the last Quarter 78 and the first three Quarters 1979. 
-
OULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. N0.69 
Niveaux indicatifs hebdo~adaire~ des prix hors droits et taxes a la consom~ation en monnaies nationales 
~~ekly indicative consvmer prices levels in national currencies - Taxes and duties excluded. 
P0lgiquc- F9 
c::-.ner;:}rk co 
#!. l' ~ ~ ;. · t .. ··;,.~ !tr;'~ D(l 
fr2.nce FF 
!rlande i !d. 
H.:it~e Lir~5 
Prix au 13 .10. 80 
Essence Super 1 Essence Normale 









































f'i:,ys-;)a::; Fl 1' 689,73 I 660,92 I 615,30 I 551,80 '. 368,27 
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GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
GRUPPO DEL PORTA VOCE 
BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
COl9l!SS10N OIL IULL!TIN N0.70 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
lrutttlt,30th October 1980. 
L;y1?. 91 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission on the 1nit1ativt of 
Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
latest available data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to grt1ttr 
transparency 1s regards Community oil markets. 
frOlt 31st Deceaber 1978 to 20th October 1980 the prtc,s of crud, otl 
and petroleu• products hav• evolved as follow, 1n current doll1r1 1 
1> FOB prices for the Comaunity'1 average external supplies of crudt otl 
rose. by 153X 11 1 result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countrftt; 
b) the pre-tax con1uaer prtce1 for the prtncfp1l otl product1<1> refltcttd 
increases fn price for crude otl and imported ftntshed products to tht 
extent that they increased by an average of around 95% in the Community. 
c> if these prices hid been in ltne wtth tht lotterd•• 1pot price,, the 
figure would have been 103Xinstead of 95%. 
(1) Th1s level 11 p1rticuLarly 1tn1tttve to variations tn the value of the 
dollar in relation to the various n•tton1l currencies. When prtces 
expressed 1n national currencies art constant over a given period, 
appreciation of the dollar results in I fall in prices expresstd 1n 
dollars, while conversely a dtclin• in the value of the dollar ltads to 
a rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels 
expressed 1n the national currencies. 
Cost of crude o;l supply 
Bulletin No. 70 contains, inter al;a, a table in Annex which shows, 
by member state and for the Community as a whole, the quarterly 
development of average cif crude oil supply prices since the beginning 
of 1977. These average cif prices, obtained through the application of 
a 1976 Council Directive and a Commission implementing decision of 1977, 
stem from oil company declarations received by the Commission via 
member states. This information covers at least 85% of crude oil 
imports and includes local crude production. It gives average quarterly 
costs for each type of crude weighted by quantities supplied and calculated 
using the official market rates of exchange to give the most representative 
supply cost indications. 
These figures can not be directly compared with the percentage increases 
in FOB prices shown below which, as in each weekly bulletin, represent an 
estimate of the average fob price increase between two specific dates, 
calculated for the Community on the basis of official prices established 
by OPEC and the normal crude oil supply slate for the Commun~ty. 
.. ~ .. ·\-\:...,,• 
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OIL E.E.C. BULLETIN N0.70 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COMMUNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 











a> Weighted average (5) 
' 
b) we;ghted average in I 
20.10.80 /15.12.78 
c> we;ghted average on 
ccr.cerreJ products 
20.10.80 /15.12.78 
d) Variations in I 
Platts Quotations 
20.10.80 /15.12.78 
P,e~iura gasolinJ Regular gasol;ne j Automotive diesel oil Heating o;l 










'7ft. 6 89% 1021 
951 
641 681 1061 1061 
Residual fuel oil 
S/1000 kg (4) 
1051 
130% 
(1) Price level : price level most often applied and thus representative according to the best est;mates of the experts o* the 
member states of the oil market in each •e~ state. 
<2> Pump Prices 
(3) Pr;ces for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres .. 
(4) Pr;ces for deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per •onth or less than 24,000 tonnes per year. 
<5> The a·,erage results of weightirg the Qua"tities concerned during the last Quarter 78 and the first three Quarters 1979. 
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PULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. NO. 70 
Niveaux indicatifs hebdoaadaires des prix hors droits et taxes i la cons011mation en aonnaies ~ationalet 
Weekly indicative consuaer prices levels in national currencies - Taxes and duties ••eluded. 
Prix au 20.10.80 
Essence Super Essence Noraale Gasoil Moteur Gasoil Chauffage Fuel rfsiduel 
Preaiua Gasoline Regular Gasoline Autoaotive Diesel Heating Oil Residual fuel Oil 
1000L 1000L 1000L 1000L Tonne 
FB 11.090 10.660 10.040 8.890 6.844 
CD 1.910 1.865 1.170 1.670 1.060 
DII 624 579 613 500 334 
ff 
.1.527,90 1.438,10 1.353 1.287,10 834 
l lrl. 177,56 17],05 177,39 152,32 102,34 
Lires 278.620 265.230 261.790 250.798 163.156 
Fl 689,73 660,92 615,30 551,80 368,27 
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BULLETIN PETROLIER CEE NO. 70 
EEC OIL BULLETIN NO. 70 
Prix C.A.F. moyens de l'approvisionnement en petrol brut de la 
Communaute en Spar baril. 
Average C.I.F. prices of Community supplies of crude oil in I per barrel. 
BEL OEN GERM 
,e Trim 77 12,R2 13,70 13,65 1,:;t Q 77 
2e Trim 77 12,98 13,90 13,81 2nd Q 77 
3e Trim 77 13,71 13,81 13,99 3rd Q 77 
4e Trim 77 13,89 13,91 14,13 4th Q 77 
1e Trim 78 13,89 13,58 14,05 1st Q 78 
2e Trim 78 13,85 13,87 13,82 2nd Q 78 
3e Trim 78 13,83 13,79 13,85 3rd Q 78 
4e Trim 78 13,95 13,92 14,04 4th Q 78 
1e Trim 79 14,70 15,12 15,12 1st Q 79 
2e Trim 79 16,65 18,20 18,44 2nd Q 79 
3e Trim 79 20, 10 22,42 22,35 3rd Q 79 
4e Trim 79 22,47 24,75 25,61 4th Q 79 
1e Trim 80 27,98 31,92 31,90 1st Q 80 
2e Trim 80 30,47 33,28 33,51 2nd Q 80 
(1) Base 4e Trimestre 1978 = 100 









14, 19 13,88 






ITAL NETH U.K. El C 
I/bbl Index(· 
Indice 
12,86 13,41 13,40 13,35 96,3 
13,04 13,84 13,80 13,66 98,5 
13,20 13,89 13,80 13,78 99,4 
13,24 13,94 13,75 13,86 99,9 
13,17 13,95 13,70 13,80 99,5 
13,14 13,87 13,67 13,75 99,1 
13,13 13,80 13,67 13,75 99, 1 
13,29 13,84 13,83 13,87 100,0 
14,29 15,01 14,85 14,81 106,8 
16,71 17,36 17,82 17,48 126,0 
20,81 21,58 21,78 21,53 155,2 
23,12 24,20 24,05 24,20 174,4 
29,50 30,20 30,78 30,56 220,3 
31,20 32,06 33,25 32,45 233,9 

• 
IP (80) .~EN FOR DE -EUROPA':ISKE FA':LLESSKABERS - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN-1 
,pN OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES -
SI.ONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN '--------~ 
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GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE 
BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE -
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
• 
lrutt•ll, 6th November 1980. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.71 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission 
__ _ gives the 
latest 1v1il1ble d1t1 relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil •1rket1. 
From 31st December 1978 to 27th October 1980 the prices of crude oil 
and petroleum products have evolved as follow, in current dollar,: 
1) FOB prices for the Comauntty's average external supplt•• of crude oil 
rose by 153% 11 • result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
,, 
b) the pre-tax consumer prices for the principal oil product1<1> reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 93% 1n the Community. 
c) if these prices hid been in line with the Rotttrda• spot prices, the 
figure would have been 107Xinstead of 93%. 
(1) This level is p1rticuLarly sensitive to variations in the value of tht 
dollar in relation to the various national currencies. When prices 
expressed in national currencies ere constant over• given period, 
appreciation of the dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in 
dollars, while conversely a decline in the value of the dollar leads to 
1 rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates ·consumption price levels 
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OIL E.E.C. BULLETIN NO. 71 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COMMU~lTY. TAXES ANO OUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Pr;ces at :21.10.80 
Cl • 1 O • 8C / 1 5 • 1 2 • 7 8 
c> Weighted average on 
concerned products 
. 27. 10. 80 / 15. 12. 78 
d) Variat;ons in X 
Platts quotations 
27. 10. 80 / 15. 12. 78 
Pre~iu~ gasol;n, 




1/1000 L (2) 
74% 
71% 
Automotive diesel o;l Heating o;l 














Residual fuel oil 
1/1000 kg (4) 
103% 
I 133% 
(1) Price level: price level most often appl;ed and thus representat;ve according to the best est;aates of the experts of the 
•e•ber states of the oil market in each •ellbit' state. 
<2> Pur.p Prices 
<3> Prices for del heries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres_. 
(4) Prices for deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per month or less than 24,000 tonnes per year. 













@ULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. N0.71 
Niveaux ;nd;cat;fs hebdomadaires des pr;x hors dro;ts et taxes a la consommation en monnaies nat;onales 
Veekly ind;cative consumer prices levels in nat;onal currenc;es - Taxes and duties excluded. 
Prix au 27 .10.80 
Essence Super Essence Noraale Gaso;l "oteur Gasoil Chauffage fuel rfsiduel 
Prem;u11 Gasoline Regular Gasoline Automotive o;esel Heating o;l Res;dual Fuel Oil 
1000L 1000L 1000L 1000L Tonne 
FB 11,280 10.880 10.174 9.017 7.046 
co 1.910 1.865 1.870 · 1.670 1.130 
DM 624 579 613 500 334 
ff 1.527,90 1.438,10 1.353 1.287,10 834 
l lrl. 177,56 173,05 177,29 152,32 102,34 
' 
Lires 278.620 265.230 261.790 251.307 163.555 
Fl 689,73 660,92 615,30 551,80 368,27 
( Angl. 143,90 140,10 164, 10 145,10 84;60 
. 
11119 • +;: Lt & & 6-W, .. •u• - •-:;-_;_ei._ - - "'-"' 
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GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE 
BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
lrvss•ls, 13 November 1980. 
COMISSION OIL 8UI..L!TIN NO. 72 
·-. __ :;_ .. 
T~e wiekly bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the Latest available 
data relating _to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Cbmmunity oil markets. 
Fr0tt 31st Dec,aber 1971 to 3rd November 1980 the prtcts of crudt otl 
and petroleua products h1vt tvolved 1s follovs tn current doll1r1: 
1> FOB prices for 'the Co..unity'1 average external supplies of crude oil 
rose 6y153 X as a result of tht decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
I 
b) the pre-tax consua.r price• for tht principal oil product1<1> reflected 
increases in price for crude otl and i11Ported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 95X in the Community. 
c) if these prices had been in lint with the Rotterda• spot prices, the 
figure would have been 111Xinstead of 95X. 
(1) This level 11 particuLarly 1en1itiv1 to variation• in the value of the 
dollar in relation to the various national currencies. When prices 
expressed in national currencies are constant over a given period, 
appreciation of the dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in 
dollars, while conversely I decline in the value of the dollar leads to 
1 rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption prici levels 
expressed in the national currencies • 
• 





• Selling pr1ce of petroleum products 
The Petroleum Bulletin No. 72 contains amongst other things, annexed, 
two tables whichindicate at 15th August 1980 consumption price levels 
most often used, including taxes, for each of the principal petroleum 
products in the member states of the Community. 
These prices, expressed in the national currency of each Member State, 
(with an indication at the given date of the rcte of exchange against 
the dollar and the European Unity of Account) are made up by adding on 
the one hand the price less tax (estimated on a weekly basis in each 
of the Commission's Petroleum Bulletins) and the various charges and 
taxes in force in each Member Country. 
• 

te::..:=' m .. 
-
- .,- ... n tr -+e•c, -- ... ,,.....: T2ffl ;::a; .. 
• . ?P_,r:;. ... , £Ml --;· 
OIL E.e.c. BULLETIN NO. 72 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COMMUNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prices at: 3.11.1980 
3 •. ,1.80 /15.12.71 
c> Weighted average on 
concerned products 
3.11.80 /15.12.71 
d> variations in I 
Platts quotations 
3.11.80 /15.12.71 
PrelilhJII gasol in, 








Automotive diesel oil Heating oil 












861 ll"llftW 991 
1161 116% 
Residual fuel oil 












(1) Price level: price level aost often applied and thus representative according to the best estiaates of the experts of th• 
aeaber states of the oil aarket in each aellberstate. 
<2> Pu•P Prices 
<3> Prices for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres: 
(4) Prices for deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per aonth or less than 24,000 tonnes per year. 
(5) The average results of weighting the quantities concerned during the last quarter 78 and the first three quarters 1979. 
-·· t =:: • · • · ee :: s r · scrr : · trf ··e a•ui».: ri: · · t -, r n 
..... If srtti t •== r tr Ot·t -· rlrrnnsri" .,.,. ,c 
PRIX DE VENTE DES PRODUITS PETROLIEAS 
PRIX PRATIQUES AU ~5 AOUT 1980 
-CO .. BUSTIBLES 
-
<en monnaies nation,Les) 
Gaso;L chauffage <1.000 L><1> Fuel lourd H.T.S. <tonne><2> 
~ 
:' Pdx aoyen1 Prh aoyens 
2.: Hors Prh ~ Hors Prh ~ de ~ de Taxes es Vente a es s Vente 
' 
BELGIQUE CFB) 950 7.910 
DANENAAK (KR) 730,98 1.659,02 
ALLENJGNE (DM) 84,36 502,90 
FRANCE (ff) 387,90 1.235,10 
IALANDE (l) 15,30 152,31 
ITALIE (Lires> 66.525 251,453 
PAYS-SAS <FL) 142,69 571,80 
ROYAUME-1111 7,70 144,90 
(1) L;v,a;sons un;ta;res de 2000 i 5000 ~itres 
<2> L;vraisons ;nferieures i 24.000 tonnes par an 
8.860 100 4.856 4.956 
2.390 340 1.020 1.360 
587.;26 15,- 315,81 330,81 
1.623 0,80 737,60 738,40 
167,61 15,92 103,14 119,06 
317,978 1.000 154.534 155.534 
• .. ·.:• - . 
714,49 15,08 360,87 375,95 
152,60 8,00 85,58 • 93,58 
.... 









@ULLETIN'PETAOLIER C.E.E. N0.72 
Miveaux indicatifs hebdoaadaires des prix hors droits et taxes i la consoeaation en aonnaies nationales 
Veekly indicative consuaer prices levels in national currencies - Taxes and duties excluded. 
Prix au 3.11.1980 
• 
. . 
Essence Super Essence Noraale Gasoil Moteur Gasoil Chauffage fuel residuel 
Preaiua Gasoline Regular Gasoline Autoaotive Diesel Heating Oil Residual fuel Oil 
1000L 1000L 1000L 1000L Tonne 
Fl 11.600 11.040 10.550 9.397 7.180 
CD 1.910 1.865 1.870 1.670 1.130 
DII 624 579 613 508 365 
Ff 1.527,90 1.438,10 1.353 1.287,10 924 
l lrl. 177,56 · 173,05 177,29 152,32 102,34 
Lires 299.810 270.150 270.560 259.630 169.486 
fl 723,63 694,82 645,80 581,80 399,27 
l Angl. 143,90 140,10 164,10 145, 10 84.60 
.. ,.,, ...... __ 
.. 
-~ .• J,.-.· .lllfi~'ri?::er'?".3Sft9 Uh.LS X • r .-,, c · · sme .-.,: . ,_ -•··~:crat 'rtr:i r er ft· ·sF?i7l1s.t••--.iri•••• .iliMi:ii 
PRIX DE VENTE DES PRODUITS PETROLIERS 
PRIX PRATIQUES AU: 15 AOUT 1980 
ia pour 1.000 L <en aonnaies nationales) 
C A R 8 U R A N T S 
Essence Super Essence Nor11ale 
t 
.... Prix Noyens • Prix Moyens 
~ Hors Prix de ~ Hors · ~ Droits-vente Taxes a s - laxes 
BELGIQUE <Fl) 12.930 10.150 23.080 12.870 9.730 
DANE"ARK (Kr) 2.781,97 1.998,03 4.780 2.771, 15 1.948,85 
AllEMAGNE (Dfl) 578,57 625,93 1.204,50 572,72 580,88 
FRANCE ( FF) 1.972,60 1.477,40 3.450 1.852,60 1.387,40 
IRLANDE (t) 166,70 177,55 344,25 166,25 172,98 
ITALIE (l ires) 471.380 278.620 750.000 469.090 265.910 
PAYS BAS(Fl) 756,84 715,16 1.472,00 7S1,66 686,34 
RvYAUl'E-UfU (t) 137,90 152,60 290,50 137,30 148,90 
Taux de change au 18.8.1980 
Gasoil Moteur 
Prix aoyens 





22.600 4.710 9.110 
4.720 774,26 1.855,74 
1.153,60 550,78 612,12 
3.240 1.127,50 1.302,50 
339,23 104,52 177,28 
735.000 68.090 261.910 
1.43~,CO 334,57 635,43 
286,20 139,70 164,50 











1 ecu = 40,4720 FB - 7,82930 CD - 2,53457 DM - 5,85897 FF - 1.195,77 lires - 2,75186 Fl. - 0,593859 ~ angl. - 0,670502 t irl. 



















GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE 
BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
COPIPIISSlON OIL 8ut..LETIN N0.73 
IP(80)288 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIDNE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
8M11Stlt, 20th November 1980. 
The w.ekly bulletin, published by the Commission gives the latest 
available- data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Com11iuion considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency 11 regards Community oil markets. 
frOII 31st Deceaber 1978 to 10th November 1980 the prices of crude oil 
and petroleum products have evolved as follows tn current dollars: 
a) FOB prices for the Com•unity's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 153X as I result of the decisions taken by tht oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-ta• consuaer prices for the principal oil producu<1> reflected 
.. 
increases tn price for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 93% in the Community. 
c> if these prices had been in lint with the Rotterda• spot prices, the 
figure would have been 120Xinstead of 93%. 
(1) this level 11 particularly sensitive to variations tn the value of the 
dollar in relation to the various national currencies. When prices 
expressed in national currencies are constant over a given per;od, 
appreciation of the dollar results in a fall in prices expressed ;n 
dollars, while conversely a decl;ne ;n the value of the dollar leads to 
a r;se in dollar prices. 
Attached al$O, one table whkh indicates consumption price levels 
expressed 1n the national currencies. 
'' 
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OIL E.E.C. BULLETIN NO. 73· 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COMMUNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Pr;ces at: 10.11.1980. 
10.11.80 /15.12.71 
c> Weighted average on 
concerneJ products 
.10.11.80 /15.12.71 
































Automotive diesel oil Heating oil 













Residual fuel of 
1/1000 Ilg (4) 
109% 
I 1501 
(1) Price level : price level aost often applied and thus representative according to the best estiaates of the experts of th• 
•e•ber states of the oil aarket in each aeabef"state. 
<2> Puap Prices 
(3) Pr'ices for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres.-
(4) Pr'ices for del'iver'ies less than 2,000 tonnes per aonth or less than 24,000 tonnes per year. 
(5> The averag• results of veight1ng the quantities concerned during the last quarter 78 and the first three quarters 1979. 









PULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. N0.73 
Niveaux indicatifs hebdoaadaires des prix hors droits et taxes• la consoaaation en IIOnnaies nationales 
Weekly indicative consuaer prices levels in national currencies - Taxes and duties excluded. 
Prix au 10.11.1980 
• 
Essence Super Essence Noraale Gasoil l'loteur Gasoil Chauffage Fuel residuel 
Pt.eaiu• Gasoline Regular Gasoline Autoaotive Diesel Heating Oil Residual Fuel Oil 
1000L 1000\.. 1000L 1000L ToMe 
. 
fB 11.840 11.280 10.854 9.698 7.292 
CD 1 .• 910 1.865 1.870 1.~70 1.130 
, 
DII 630 585 613 520 370 
ff 
' 
1.527,90 1.438;10 1.353 1.287,10 924 
l lrl. 177,56 173,05 177,29 152,32 102,34 
Lires 299.810 270.150 270.560 259.630 171.872 
fl 723,63 694,82 645,80 581,80 399,27 











GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE 
BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
CO..,.lSSlON OIL BULLETIN NO. 74 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Brussel•, 27th November 1980. 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Cofflmi111on gives the latest 
available data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Com•1ss1on considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Coafflunity oil •arkets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 17th November 1980 th, prices of crude oil 
and petroleum products have evolved 11 follows 1n current dollars: 
a) FOB prices for the Comaunity•1 1vtr1gt external supplies of crude otl 
rose by 153% as a result of the decisions taken by the oil ••porting 
countries; 
b) the prt•t1x consuaer prices for the principal oil products<1> reflected 
increases 1n price for crude oil and ifflported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by 1n average of around 98X in the Community. 
c) 1f thest prices had been 1n line wtth the Rotterdam spot prtcts, the 
figure would have been 121xtnstead of 98X. 
(1) This level 11 part1cui1rly stns1t1ve to variations in the value of tht 
dollar in relation to the various national currencies. When prices 
expressed in national currencies are constant over a given period, 
appreciation of the dollar results in a fall ;n prices e•pressed ;n 
dollars, while conversely a decline in the value of the dollar leads to 
a rise ;n dollar pr;c,s. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels 
expressed in the national currencies. 
t 
Selling price of petroleum products 
The Petroleum Bulletin No. 74 contains amongst other things, annexed, 
two tables which indicate at 15th September 1980 consumption price 
levels most often used, including taxes, for each of the principal 
petroleum products in the member states of the Community. 
These prices, expressed in the national currency of each Member State, 
(with an indication at the given date of the rate of exchange against 
the dollar and the European Unity of Account> are made up by adding 
on the one hand the price less tax {estimated on a weekly basis in 
each of the Commission's ~etroleum Bulletins) and the various charges 
and taxes in force in each Member Country. 
'··:'j,t 
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OIL e.e.c. BULLETIN NO. 74 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COMMUNITY. TAXES ANO DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prices at : 17.11.80 
17.11.80 /15.12.71 
c> Weighted average on 
concerned products 
17.11.80 /15.12.71 
d) Variations in I 
Platts quotations 
17.11.80 /15.12.78 
Preraiua gasol in, 

























Automotive diesel oil Heating oil 













Residual fuel oil 
S/1000 kg (4) 
118% 
166% 
(1) Price level : price level aost often applied and thus representative according to the best estiaates of the experts of the 
.. mber states of the oil aarket in each •eabef"state. 
<2> Pump Prices 
(3) Pr;ces for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres·· 
(4) Prices for deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per aonth or less than 24,000 tonnes per year. 
<5> The average results of weighting the quantities concerned during the Last quarter 78 and the first three quarters 1979. 
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PRIX OE VENTE DES PROOUITS PETROLIERS 
PRIX PRATIQUES AU: 15.9.1980 
-COMBUSTIBLES 
<en aonna;es nat;onales) 
. Gaso;l chauffage (1.000 L><1> fuel lourd H.T.S. <tonne)CZJ 
........ 
. Pria aoyens 
Droits Hors ~ 
----;;::s Taxes 
BELGIQUE 08) 950 7,960 
DJNE,.ARK (KIi) 729.18 1.650,82 
ALLE,.JGNE (DN) 81 1 25 479 
FRANCE (ff) 387,90 1.235,10 
IRLANOE (l) 15,30 152,31 
lTALIE (Lires) 66.501 251.286 
PATS-BAS <FL) 1371,29 541,80 
ROTAUPIE-1.Ml 7,70 145;10 
(1) L;vra;sons unita;res de 2000 a 5000 litres 
<2> L;vraisons ;nfer;eures • 24.000 tonnes par an 
a 
.. Prix aoyens. _ 
Pria ~ Hors Drolts de 
~es Vent• Taxes 
8.910 100 4.960 
2.380 340 1.070 
560,25 15 317,28 
1.623 0.80 710,30 
167 ,61 15,92 10l,91 
317.787 1.000 175,301 
679,09 15,08 366,87 
152;80 8,01 85,35 • 
.. 
.., • b ·-·•t «"mt$ •• it ........-.i.. 
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PRIX DE VENTE DES PRODUITS PETROLIERS 
PRIX PRATIQUES AU: 15.9.1980 
ix pour 1.000 L (en monnaies nat;onales) 
C A R B U R A N T S 
Essence Super Essence Nor•ale 
,-
Prix Moyens ·Prix Moyens 
Droit Hors Prix de ~ Hors ~ ~ vente Taxes s Taxes a • 
BELGIQUE <FB> 12.980 10.420 23.400 12.910 9.990 
DANEMARIC (Kr) 2.772,95 ~.957,05 4.730 2.7b2,13 1.907,87 
ALLEMAGNE (DM) 578,26 623,54 1.201,80 572,40 578,50 
FRANCE ( ff) 1.972,60 1.477,40 
I 
3.450 1.852,60 1.387,40 
IRLA~DE <t> 166,69 177,56 344,25 166,23 172,99 
ITALIE (Lires) 431.380 278.620 750.000 469,090 265 •. 910 
PAYS BAS(f l) 752,27 689,73 1.442,00 747,08 660,92 
RvYAUME-UNl (t) 137,50 149,60 287,10 136,90 146,10 
Taux de change au 15.9.80 
Gasoil Moteur 
Prix aoyens 
Prh de Droits Hors 
- ~ vente 
-- Taxes Taxes 
22.900 4.720 9.170 
4.670 772,46 1.847 ,54 
1.150,90 550,66 611,14 
3.240 1.127,50 1.302,50 
339,22 104,51 177,28 
735.000 68.090 261.910 
1.408,00 328,87 605,13 
283,00 139,60 164,20 
11 = 28,60 FB - 5,5140 CD - 1.7835 OM - 4.1445 FF - 848,30 LIRES - 1,9380 Fl. - 0,4175 i angl. - 0,4734 t irl. 
l 




















BULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. NO. 74 
Niveaux ;ndicatifs hebdoaada;res des prix hors droits et taxes a la conse>11mat;on en aonnaies nationales 
Weekly indicative consumer prices levels in national currencies - Taxes and duties excluded. 
Prix au 17.11.1980 
Essence Super Essence Noraale 6asoil "oteur Gasoil Chauffage Fuel residuel 
Premiua Gasoline Regular Gasoline Automotive Diesel Heating Oil Residual Fuel Oil 
1000L 1000L 1000L 1000L Tonne 
FB 11.840 11.280 10.854 9.698 7.792 
CD 1.990 1.950 1.925 1.735 1.220 
Dfl 645 600 620 545 370 
FF 1.527,90 1.438,10 1.353 1.287,10 1.014 
l lrl. 17.7 ,56 173,05 177,29 152,32 102,34 
Lires 299.810 270.150 210.560 259.630 181.257 
. 
Fl 723,63 694,82 645,80 581,80 399,27 






GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE 
BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 75 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
8ru11tl1, 4th December 1980. 
The weekly bulletin, published by the COINltission gives the latest 
av11l1ble data relating to the fora1tion of prices in tht Community. 
The co .. tssion considers that these bulletins 1hould contribute to greater 
transparency at reg1rds Coaaunity oil a1rk1t1. 
Froa 31st Dtct•btr 1971 to 24th November 1980 tht prtc,1 of crude otl 
and petroleu• product, havt tvolvtd a1 follow, tn current dollar,: 
1> FOB prices for the Co••unity•s average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by153 X •• a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax consUt11er pric~• for the principal oil products<1> reflected 
increases tn price for crudt oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 100% in the Community. 
c> if these prices hid been in line with tht Rotterdam 1pot prices, tht 
figure would have been 122Xinste1d of 100%. 
(1) This level is p1rticuL1rly sensitive to variations in the value of tht 
dollar in relation to the various nat;on1l currencies. When prices 
expressed in national currencies are constant over a given period, 
appreciation of the dollar results in a fill. in prices expressed in 
dollars, while conversely I decline in the value of the dollar leads to 
a ri's,t. in doll1r prices. 
Attached 1lso, one table which indicates consumption price levels 
expressed 1n the national currencies. 
OIL E.E.C. BULLETIN N0.75 
WEEKLY l~DICITIVE COHSIIIER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COIV'UNITY. TAXES ANO DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 










a> Weight~ averageCS) 
b) Weighted average in I 
4 11 2 • .80 115.1 7 2. 1 
c> Weighted average on 
concerneJ products 
24.11.80 115.12.71 
d> Variations In I 
Platts quotations 
24. 11 • 80 / 15. 1 2. 71 
I Pr.ah• gasol in4 












Regular gasolt~ Autoeotive diesel oil Muting oil 
1/1000 L (2) 1/1000 L (2) 1/1000 (J) 
366,23 344,17 307,59 
331,23 326,99 294,71 
319,73 324,43 294,17 
323,20 304,07 289,26 
336,60 344,15 296,21 
296,54 296,99 284,99 
334,27 310,61 279,90 
325,71 314,76 340,41 
321,41 323,00 296,86 
751 861 1051 
1001 
111 1161 1161 
Residual f...-l oil 












(1) Price level : price level aost often applied and thus repres"'tativt according to the ~st estiaates of the eaperts of tile 
•e•ber states of the oil aarket in each aellbll'state. 
C2> Puap Pricn 
<3> Prices for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres' 
<4> Prices for deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per aonth or less than 24,000 tonn.s per ,ear. 









·-~----------~--------· -· --- -·--- .. ----
@ULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. N0.75 
Miveaua indicatifs hebdoaadaires des pria hors droits et taaes • la consoaaation en aonnaies nationales 
Weekly indicative consuaer prices levels in national currencies - Taaes and duties eacluded. 
Pris au 24.11.1980 
Essence Suc,er Essence Noraale Gaso i l flottur Gasoil Chauffage fuel rhiduel 
Preaiu• Gasoline Regular Gasoline Automotive Diesel MHHng Oil Residual fuel Oil 
1000L 1000L 1000L 1000L Tonne 
f8 11.840 11.280 1C.622 9.474 7.792 
co 1.990 1.950 1.925 1.735 1.220 
OIi 657 613 622 564 315 
,, 1.527,90 1.438,10 1.353 1.287,10 1.014 
l Irl. 177,56 173,05 177,29 152,32 102,34 
Llrll 299.810 270. 150 27C.~60 259.630 187.046 
Fl .. 723,63 694,82 645,80 581,80 399,27 
l Angl. 142,- 138,10 163,10 144,30 84,60 
SPRECHERGRUPPE 
SPOKESMAN'S GROUP 
GROUPE DU P'ORTE-PAROLE 
GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE 
BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 76 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
8ru11el1, 11th December 1980 
Tht weekly bulletin, published by the Commission gives the latest 
available data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
Fro• 31st December 1978 to 1,t December 1980 the prices of crude oil 
and petroleum products have evolv~ 11 follows in current dollars: 
1) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 153% as, rtsult of the decisions taken by tht oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax consumer prices for the principal oil products<1> reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products.to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 100% in the\Community. 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, tht 
figure would have been 118Xinstead of 100X. 
,,, This level is particuiarly sensitive to variations in the value of the 
dollar in relation to the various national currencies. When prices 
expressed in national currencies are constant over a given period, 
appreciation ~f the dollar results in a fall in prices expressrd in 
dollars, while conversely a decline in the value of tht dollarlleads to 
a rise in dollar prices. 
' •; 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price lev-l1 
expresud in the national currencies. 
-~-
OIL E.E.C. BULLETIN NO. 70 
. 
WEEltl.Y INDICATIVE CONSUNER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COl'l"UNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 










CS> 1> Weighted 1ver1ge 
b) Weighted average in I 
1.12.80 /15.12.78 
c> Weighted 1ver1ge on 
concerned products 
1.12.80 /15.12.78 
d) V1ri1tlons in I 
Platts Quotations 
1.12.80 /15.12.78 I 
.Preaiua g1soli114 Regular 911oline 











75 I 75 I 
77 I I 76. I 
Autoaotive diesel otl 





























Residual fuel otl 












C1> Price level : price level aost often.applied ind thus representative according to the best esti .. tes of the esperts of the 
aeaber states of the oil .. rket in each aeablr1t1te. 
CZ> Puap Prices 
(3> Prices for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres' 
C4> Prices for deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per aonth or less than 24,000 tonnes per year. 
(5) The 1ver1ge results of weighting the Quantities concerned during the last Quarter 78 and the first three ""rters 1979. 









@ULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. NO. 76 
live1ua indicatifs hebdoa1d1ires des pria hors droit1 et t1aes I la cons011811tton en aonnaies national•• 
Veekl1 indicative consuaer prices levels in national currencies - T1ae1 and duties excluded. 
Prta au 1.12.1980 
I 
Essence Super Essence Nor•ale Gasoil flouur 61soil Ch1uff1ge fuel rtsiduel 
PreaiUt1 6asol ine Regular Gasoline Autoaotive Diesel Heating OH Residual fuel Oil 
1000L 1000L 1000L 1000L Tonne 
FB 11.840 11.280 10.622 9.474 7.792 
CD 2.070 2.030 2.010 1.110 1.330 
Dfl 672 626 632 575 423 
Ff 1.527,90 1.438,10 1.353 1.287,10 1.014 
f lrl. 177,55 172,98 177,28 152,31 105, 10 
Lires 299.810 270.150 270.560 259.630 187.633 
fl 749,44 720,63 685,17 623,80 438,27 
f Angl. 141 137,20 163,10 144,30 84,60 
IP(80)323 .ONEN FOR DE EUROPIIEISKE FIIELLESSKABERS - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN-1 (,,SSION OF THE EUROPEAN,COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES _ 
a ISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
~------____J 
•••• •• •• ••• • ••••••••••••••• ••• • ••• 
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GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE 
BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Bru111l1, 1i.12.80 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN No.zz 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission gives the latest 
available data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contributt to grt1ter 
transparency 1s regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 8 december 1980 the prices of crude oil 
ind petroleum products hive tvolved 11 follows 1n current dollars: 
1) FOB prices for the Community's 1ver1ge txttrn1l supplies of crude oil 





the pre•tax consUt1er prices for the principal oil products reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished ~roducts tD the 
extent that they increased by an 1ver1ge of around 100 X in the Community. 
if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
figure would have been118X instead of 100 X. 
(1) This level is particularly sensitive to variations in the value of the 
dollar in relation to the various n&tional currencies. When prices 
expressed in national currencies are constant over a given per;od, 
appreciation of the dollar results in I fill in prices expressed in 
dollars, while conversely I declint in the value of the dollar leads to 
1 rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels 
expressed in the national currencies. 
• 
- Selling price ot petroleum products 
The Petroleum Bulletin B0 77 contains amongst other things, annexed, 
two tables which indicate at 15th October 1980 coneumption price 
levels moat otten ueed, including taxes, tor each ot the principal 
petroleum products in the member atatea ot the Community. 
'l'heee prices, expressed in the national currency ot each Member State,./ 
(with an indication at the given date ot the rate ot exchange against 
the dollar and the European Unity ot Account) are made up by adding 
on the one hand the price leaa tax (estimated on a weekly baaia in 
each ot the Commission'• Petrolewa Bulletins) an.cl the various charges 








5 P O K E 5 M' A N ' 5 G R O U p 
G RO U P E DU P O R T E - P. A RO L E 
GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE 
. BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTE.ILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
COflfll!SSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 78 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALlA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Brussel•, 22.12.1980 
f't1?, 'ft 
Thf.Wtekly bulletin, published by the Com111fssion gives the latest 
available data relating ~o the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Com11is1ion considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency 1s regards Community oil ••rkets. 
Froa 31st Oeceaber 1978 to 15 December 1980 the prices of crude oil 
and petroleu• products have evolved 11 follows in current dollars: 
a) FOB prices .for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 1581 11 ·1 result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
count.des; , 
b> the pre-~•• consumer prices for the principal oil product1<1> reflected 
increases in price for crude oil 1nd imported finished products to the 
extent that they incre11ed by an 1ver1ge of around 102 X in the Com11unity. 
' 
c> if thest prices hid been in line with tht Rotterd111 spot prices, the 
figure would h•'!• bttn 1.12Xinstead of 102 X 
(1) This level is p1rticut1rly sensitive to v1ri1tions in the value of the 
dollar in relatfon to the various n&tional currencies. When prices 
expressed in nat;onal currencies are constant over a given period, 
appreciation of the dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in 
dollars, while conver~ely I decline in the value of the dollar leads to 
a rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels 
expre11ed in the national currencies. 
--------··- .. ----- .. -------~ 
OIL f .LC. BULLETIN NO. 78 
lfEEICLT INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COMMUNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prices at : 15.12.1980 










a) Weighted average,<5> 
II> Vti,rted affrage in I 15.. .80 /15.12.71 
c) Weighted average on 
concerned products 
15.12.80 /15.12.78 
d> Variations in% 
Platts quotations 
15.12.80 /15.12.78 










79 l 77 l 
76 % 75 % 
1/1000 L (2) S/1000 CJ) ,11000 kg (4) 
339,69 303,.37 255,.54 
332,69 299,59 240,83 
320,61 293,72 214,59 
322,12 306,01 221,88 
334,55 287,.43 191,.33 
289,36 277,62 206,.38 
319,82 . 291,.18 204,57 
380,98 337,.07 197, 15 
324,26 Z99, 93 212,54 
86 l 107 % 123 % 
102 % 
100 l 100 l t. 159 % 
(1) Price level : price level aost often applied and thus representative according to the ta.st esti•ates of the eJtPerts of t,e 
Haber states of the oil •arket in each •eaber state. 
(2) Pu111p Prices 
<3> Prices for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres_. 
(4) Prices for deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per 11<>nth or less than 24,000 tonnes per year. 
(5) The average results of weighting the quantities concerned during the last quarter 78 and the first three quarters 1979. 
-·-------
8ULLETIN PETROllER C.E.E. HO. 78 
Niveaux indicatifs hebdoaadaires des pri• hors droits et taxes• la cons0111aation en aonnaies nationales 
Weekly indicative consuHr prices levels in nuional currendes - Taxes and duties excluded. 
Prh au 15.12.1980 
Essence Sup•r ESSt'nCe Noraale Gasoil l'loteur Gasoil Chauffagel Fuel r~siduel 
Premium Gasoline Reg11lar Gasoline A11toaotive Diesel "ea.ting Oil Residual Fuel Oil 
'\OOOL 1000\. 1Q09l 1000L Tonne 
-
e,lgique fl '12.080 11.360 10.782 9.629 8.111 
Dane.ark CD • 2.070 2 •. 030 2.010 1.810 1.455 
Alluagne 011 675 630 632 579 423 
France Ff 1.646,90 1.557,20 1 ~472,10 1.398, 50 1.014 
Irland, I( lrl. 177 ,55 172,98 177,28 152,31 105, 1 • 
ltalie Liru 299.810 270.150 270.560 259.576 192. 974 
Pays-Sas Fl 74.9,44 720,63 68S,17 623,80 438, 2 ' 
U.K. I( Angl. 146,80 142,90 163,10 144,30 84,4/l 









GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE 
BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 79 
IP(81)2 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, '1.01.1981 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission gives the latest 
tvailable data relating to the format;on of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
. ~ ... •' .. 
From 31st December 1978 to 5th january 1981 the prices of crude oil 
and petroleum products have evolved as follows in current dollars: 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 164% as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax consU111er prices for the principal oil products<1> reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 105X in the Community. 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
figure would have been 113Xinstead of 105%. 
(1) This level is particularly sensitive to variations in the value of the 
dollar in relation to the various national currencies. When prices 
expressed in national currencies are constant over a given period, 
appreciation of the dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in 
dollars, while conversely a decline in the value of the dollar leads to 
a rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels 
expressed in the national currencies. 
: 
"OIL E.E.C. BULLETIN NO. 79 
WEEKLY INOICATIVI CONSUIIER PltlCES LEVELS IN THE COllfllUNITY. TAXES ANO DUTIES EXCLUOEt (t) 
Prtcn et & 5 January 1981 








.. t .. r\ .. 
U.L 
c.1.1. 
a> V.lgltted ave, ... CS) 
b) lllllglttecl ffffate t• I 
5.1.1911 115.12.71 
c> vetghtecl avera,e OIi 
conc•r"..S products 
5.1.1981 /1S.12.71 
d> Variations tn I 
Platts cauotatlons 
5.1.1981 /15.12.71 










12 I ID I 
761 75 I 
1/1000 L (2) 111000 a, 1/1000 .. (Q 
334,31 291,79 ut.n\ 
334,n 30't,41 a,.• 
325,35 29',61 .za, ... 
325,61 309,33 2a_D 
337,41 219,B ,,,.,.. 
291,43 2'79-.,66 210,D 
325.,41 296,9! 231.A9 
390,16 347,59 ZOl,M. 
321,60 302.,79 Z1t;.al 
19 I 109 I 129 I 
105 I 
105 I 105 I 1'4 I 
(1) Pric• l•v•l : price levfl aost often 11PPl llld and thus r•presentatiw accordi119 to the Nit ••tiNtH of the esperts of tlle 
__,.r sutes of th• ot l Nrket in ..ell Nllblr sute. 
(2) Puap PriCH 
<l> Pric•• for deliv•ries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres' 
<4> PricH for deliveries less than z,oocr ronnn- .-,. _.,... _...._---. 24.,Qlll.9-~ per ,ur. 




IU,.LETIN PETltOLIER t.E.E. NO. rJ 
Niveaua indicatifs ll•bclolladaires des pri• hors droits et taaes 6 la cons0111111tlon en aonnaies nationales 
IIHkly indicative con-r prices levels In nat1-l currfflCles • Taaes and clutiH ••eluded • 





EsHMe~r Esunce Noru·le &asoi l IIIOteur lasoil Cllauffage Fuel rtsldull 
Preoiue &asoliM Re.911lat' Gasol lne Aut~ive Diesel Heati"!J OH lesldual Fuel Oil 
1000L 1000L. 1DIIOL 1000L Tonne 
lelttcaue f8 12.000 11.360 10.510 9.362 7.442 
taneurk co 2.070 2.020 2.010 1.110 1.530 
au ... gne ON \ 676 631 635 575 440 
frat1Ce ff 1.646,90 1.557,20 1.472,10 1.391,50 1.014 
lrlande l lrl. 177,55 172,98 177.,21 152,31 104,81 
ltalie Lire• 299.110 270.150 270.6118 259.669 195.293 
,a,s-e.s n m,93 746,12 698,.20 692,80 493,12 

















TALSMAM>ENS GRI.PPE- SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP- GROlPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMAllA EKnPOrnllOv' TYllO'( - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOEROER 
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PRESSE·MEDDHHSE • MITTHLUNG AN DIE PRES SE • PRESS· RELEASE • INfDRMATIDN A lA PRE SSE 
INAIOINDIH rll TON TYRO • INfDRMAZIDNE AllA STAMPA • MHEDHING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 20.01.1980 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO.BO Lj'f /7' 'i / 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Cofflfflitsion gives the latest 
1vailable data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil fflarkets. 
_, ________________________________ _ 
From 31st December 1978 to 12 January 1981 the prices of crude oil 
and petroleum products have evolve-cl 1s follows 1n current dollars: 
1) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 167x 11 a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
(1) 
b) the pre-t1x consumer prices for the principal oil products reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 104X in the Community. 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
figure would have been 119Xinstud of 104 X. 
(1) This level is particularly sensitive to variations in the value of the 
dollar ;n relat;on to the var;ous nat;onal currencies. When prices 
expressed ;n national currenc;es are constant over a given period, 
appreciation cf the dollar results in a fall ;n prices expressed in 
dollars, while conversely I decline in the value of the dollar leads to 
a rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels 
expressed in the national currencies. 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPA:ISKE F.IELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EIJ'IOPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COM\tSSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOllH TON EYPOnAfKON KOINOTHTON 




OIL E.E.C. BULLETIN N0.80 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSIJIIER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COfllMUNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prices It: 12.1.1981 












b> Wei,hted average in I 
12 •• 81 /15.12.78 
c) Weighted 1ver1ge on 
concerned products 
.12.1.81 115. 12.78 
d) Variations in I 
Platts quotations 
12.1.81 /15.12.78 











' 811 801 
781 761 
1/1000 l (2) 1/1000 (3) 1/1000 kg (4) 
336,10 299,84 234,12 
331,00 298,88 2u,o, .. 
321,56 291, 18 222,81 
322,05 305,95 221,83 
359,44 317,03 246,88 
288,48 276,83 210,28 
321,47 293,33 229,67 
390,58 347,34 202,49 
325,94 300,32. 217,25 
871 1071 1211 
104 I 
1141 1141 
(1) Price level : price level 11<>st often applied and thus representative according to the best estia1tes of the experts of the 
aeaber states of the oil aarket in each aeltber state. 
(2) Pump Prices 
(3) Prices for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres .. 
(4) Prices for deliveries less than 2,000 ~ ~IIOftt~ or l.ss than 24,000 tonnes per yt&&-. 
(5) The average results of weighting the quantities concerned during the last quarter 78 and the first three quarters 1979 • 
• 
. ·- --"'-'"'""" ___________ _ 
-
!ULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. NO.aa 
lliveaux indicatifs hebdoaadaires des prix hors droits et taxes • l1 consoaaation en aonnaies nationales 
Weekly indicative consuaer prices levels in national currencies - Taxes and duties excluded. 
Prb IU 12/1/1981 
' 
Essence SuPer Essence Noraale 6asoil Moteur 6asoil Chauffage Fuel r•sidwl 
Pre•iu• Gasoline Regular Gasoline Autoaotive Diesel Heating Oil Residual Fuel Oil 
1000L 1000L 1000L 1000L Tonne 
Belgique fl 12.080 11.360 10.678 9.526 7.438 
D1nea1rk CD 2.030 1.980 2.010 1.815 1.500 
AllaNgne DIii 686 641 635 575 440 
France ,, 1.646,90. 1.557,20 1 .472, 10 1.398,50 1.014 
lrlande l lrl. 192,98 187 ,49 190, 11 167 ,68 130,58 
Ital ie Lires 299.810 270.150 270.600 259.669 197.252 
Pays-Sas Fl 774,93 746,12 690,20 629,80 493,12 
U.K. l Angl. 146,80 142,90 162,60 144,60 84,30 
. 
. 
_I 
;; 
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